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A Case Study in Realism: Why Econometrics Is Committed to Capacities
Nancy Cartwright
StanfordUniversity
Who is a realist aboutcapacities? Everyone,I maintain,who employs the methods of
Galilean idealizationtypical of moder science. But I am not going to defend this broad
thesis today. (For a defense, see N. Cartwright1989.) InsteadI am going to concentrate
on one tiny cornerof modernscience - econometrics- where I hope I can show what
it is we do in science that commits us to capacities. Notice that I say, "whatwe do" and
not "whatwe say." That is because I subscribeto the currentmovement among historians, philosophers,and sociologists that is turningits attentionfrom scientific theory to
science as a whole, and especially to concrete scientific practices. This bearson issues of
scientific realism. For surely our knowledge of natureis encoded as much in our methods and applicationsas in our theoreticalstructures.We learn about what a particularscience is committed to not just by listening to what its laws say, but by looking to see what
is requiredin natureto make its methods work.
That is what I am going to do in econometrics. I am going to write down some laws,
or rathersome abstractforms for laws, and I will claim that the parameterswhich appear
in these laws representcausal capacities. But I do not expect you to be able to read that
from the laws themselves. Insteadyou must look at the methods by which these laws are
tested and at the applicationsto which they areput. I maintainthat these two processes,
consideredjointly, do not make sense togetherunless these parametersdo represent
capacities. Seeing first what the gap is between these complementaryprocesses, and second, what is needed to fill it, will, I hope, help make clear partof what my notion of
capacity is. In the meantime,thinkof a capacity as a causal power that a system possesses by virtue of having a certainpropertyor being in a certainstate.
I will turnbriefly to moder econometricsnearthe end, but I begin with traditional
ideas developed at the Cowles Commissionin Chicago immediatelyafterthe second
world war, which set the programfor a good deal of the econometricwork in the U.S.A.
for the following twenty years. IndeedI begin even a little earlierthan that,with the
ideas of two of the foundersof econometrics,RagnarFrisch and his studentand colleague, Trygve Haavelmo.
First I want to explain a particularconcept, the concept of autonomy,as it originated
in the work of Haavelmo and Frisch. Then I want to tell you something aboutthe Cowles
Commission'sdoctrinesaboutautonomousequations- namely,that autonomousequations are structural- and what that means. Last, I want to contrastthese Cowles' doc-
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trines with a modem British view about autonomy. The aim is to make clear why I say
that Cowles methods are committed to capacities: that is, they presupposea world in
which specific, quantitative,measurablecausal powers can be associated with particular
propertiesor sets of properties.
There are two related featuresof these powers that I want to stress, featuresthatmake
clear why the language of capacities is appropriate.The first is thatthe powers are
attributedto separatelyidentifiableproperties(or sometimes to separatelyidentifiable
sets of interactingproperties);and secondly that the attributionis stable across change.
The propertiescarrytheircapacities with them from one kind of situationto another.
I begin with a famous example of Haavelmo's.
Here is where the problemof autonomyof an economic relationcomes in. The
meaning of this notion, and its importance,can, I think, be ratherwell illustrated
by the following mechanicalanalogy:
If we should make a series of speed tests with an automobile,driving on a flat, dry
road, we might be able to establish a very accuratefunctionalrelationshipbetween
the pressureon the gas throttle(or the distance of the gas pedal from the bottom of
the car) and the correspondingmaximumspeed of the car. And the knowledge of
this relationshipmight be sufficient to operatethe car at a prescribedspeed. But if
a man did not know anythingabout automobiles,and he wanted to understandhow
they work, we should not advise him to spend time and effort in measuringa relationship like that. Why? Because (1) such a relationleaves the whole inner mechanism of a car in complete mystery,and (2) such a relationmight breakdown at
any time, as soon as thereis some disorderor change in any working partof the
car... We say that such a relationhas very little autonomy,because its existence
depends upon the simultaneousfulfillment of a greatmany otherrelations, some of
which are of a transitorynature.(1944, pp. 27-28)
The two reasons that Haavelmo gives show that the two featuresI am interestedin
were alreadycombined in his thinkingabout autonomy: First, the autonomouslaws will
be structural.Unlike the function that connects speed and accelerator-depressiondistance, autonomousrelations will give the "innermechanism." Second, autonomouslaws
will be stable. They will not be liable to "breakdown at any time, as soon as there is
some disorderor change."
The two are similarlyjoined for Frisch. Considerfor example Frisch'scharacterization of the most autonomousfeaturesof a structureas those that "couldbe maintained
unalteredwhile other featuresof the structurewere changed"(1948, p. 17). Here again
we see the emphasis on stability across change. Frisch continues: "Thehigher this
degress of autonomy,the morefundamentalis the equation,the deeper is the insight
which it gives us into the way in which the system functions, in short the nearerit comes
to being a real explanation" (Frisch 1948, p. 17, underliningoriginal throughout). So for
Frisch as well as for Haavelmo, the stabilityof a relationshipis a consequence of the fact
that the relationshipis fundamentaland describes the inner workingsof the economy.
This is particularlyapparentwhen we consider the source for unstableor nonautonomousrelationships. Typical examples in Frisch and Haavelmo involve transformations of one set of equationsinto another. The first equationsare autonomous: they
are fundamental,or structural,and they are stable. Lack of autonomyarises because each
of these equations must operate subjectto the constraintsimposed by each of the others.
In the end the actual behaviorof the system will be describedby a single equation (the
so-called "reducedform"equation,which in Frisch'slanguage of 1948 is a coflux equation) which is the consequence of the joint operationof the various structuralequations.
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This equationwill clearly not be autonomouswith respect to the structuralequations.
While a change in one structuralequationwill leave the others unaltered,in general one
expects just the reverse with respect to the reducedform.
The derivativenatureof the reducedform gave rise not only to problemsof autonomy,
but to epistemological problemsas well, problemswell-known for economics. I describe
the problembriefly because the shift from the realistic methods of the Cowles
Commission to more instrumentalistviews, one of which I shall describe in a moment, is
usually attributedto a loss of confidence in our abilities to solve these epistemological
problems. The Cowles Commission had an ambitiousidea: they expected first that they
could figure out the correctform for the laws that governedeconomic phenomena(or correct enough to be able to make headway);and secondly, they thoughtit reasonableto suppose that laws of the prescribedform could be identifiedfrom the data. Identifiabilityis
a very strong notion. Using the languageof ClarkGlymour,identificationis a kind of
boot-strappingfrom data to hypothesis. It means that the equationitself can be inferred
from the data, once the form of the equationis given. The Cowles Commission hoped
that structurewould be identifiable. But Frisch thoughtthatwould be a happy accident.
The reason is that we cannot conduct controlledexperimentsin economics:
This is the natureof passive observations,where the investigatoris restrictedto
observing what happenswhen all equationsin a large determinatesystem are actually fulfilled simultaneously. The very fact thatthese equationsare fulfilled prevents the observerfrom being able to discover them, unless they happento be
coflux equations." (Frisch 1948, p. 15)
To see exactly how autonomyfails in Haavelmo or Frisch'spicture,consider the following transformationdescribedin Frisch. He considers two structuralequationsof the
form
Ei? aki xi (t - 0)= 0,

where k representsdifferentequations. So they look like this, letting i vary over 1 and 2,
and o run over two lag periods.
1.

allOxl(t) + allxl(t - 01) + a112x(t - 02) + a120x2(t)
+ a121x2(t - 01) + a122x2(t -02) = 0

2.

(t) +
a2
a2xta11xl(t

-1) + ..

+ a222x2(t - 2)= 0

Frisch imagines that the particularvalues of the parametersare arrangedso that the
two equations are linearlyindependent. Hence they can be non-triviallytransformedinto
a new equationof the same form. In his examples, a new equationresults in which a
numberof the parameterstake on the value 0. This equationis called a "coflux"equation, because it is not itself fundamental.
xl(t) = axl(t -01) + bx2(t) + cx2(t - 02)

where
a = a(all0, all, a112,a112,a121,a122),
b = b(all0, all, a112,a112,a121,a122)
c = c(all, all, a112,a112,a121,a122).
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Notice thatdifferentparametersin the new equationare functions of the same structuralparameters. Imagine then thatone wants to implement a policy thatwould shift the
effect which, x2's occurringat t - (2 has on xl's occurrenceat t. With the coflux equation
in hand, the obvious strategyis to try to bring about a change in the value of c. But if c
were to change, knowledge of the originalcoflux equationwould no longer be sufficient
for predictingx (t). That is because the parametersin the coflux equationare not independentof each other. If c changes, so may b and a. What happensto x1(t) depends,
througha and b, on the way c is changed. Since the coflux equationdoes not give us
informationabout how the parametersrelate, it is of no use for predictingthe effects on
changes in the value of c. It is impossible to predictthe
xl(t) of making "structural"
effects from the new equation alone.
Now that we have some idea of the concept of autonomyinheritedby the Cowles
Commission from Frisch and Haavelmo, let us turnto a more modernview, that of David
Hendry,who is an influentialtheoreticianin Britain. There is also a considerablemovement in the United States opposed to various moderndescendantsof Cowles, and especially prominentare those who defend the use of vector-auto-regressiontechniques. But
their philosophical position seems to me to be a kind of crudepragmatism,and makes a
less instructivecontrastfor us than the Hendryschool. The contrastbetween the ideas of
Hendry and his colleagues on the one hand, and the Cowles Commission on the other is
very instructivefor my concerns aboutcapacities. That is because Hendry'swork, while
it has much in common with Cowles, is not committedto capacities;whereas, I maintain,
the Cowles Commission was.
I begin with worries sharedby Frisch and Hendry. Frisch asks of our reducedform
equation above:
What does the equationmean? It means thatso long as xl and x2 continue to
move with the same time shapes as they had in the past I can compute the value of
xl at any point of time t from the knowledge of x2 at this same point and x1 and x2
at certainearliermoments as indicatedin the formula. In other words the equation
is simply a descriptionof the "routineof change"which x1 and x2 follow. The
equationdeterminedin this empiricalway does not state thatif a situationoccurs
where xl(t - )1), x2(t), and x2(t - ?2) have some arbitrary values I can again com-

pute xl(t) by [this equation]. (1948, p. 16)

In orderto secure equations- autonomousequations- which can do thatjob,
Frisch says "we are led to constructinga sort of super-structure."Hendryuses the term
"super"as well to markautonomousequations,in the expression "super-exogeneity."
Exogeneity is a complex notion. It means intuitively "determinedoutside the system."
But what kind of determinationis this? In a well-known paperfrom 1983, RobertEngle,
David Hendry,and Jean-FrancoisRicharddistinguishthreeconceptuallydistinct but
related notions. The first is straightforwardlycausal: exogenous variablesin an equation
representcauses; endogenous, effects. The second concerns questions of estimation
which are at the core of the econometrician'sinterest,but not of special relevance here.
The thirdis super-exogeneity. A variableis super-exogenousfor Engle, Hendry,and
Richardjust in case it is exogenous in the first two senses - it is a cause of the endogenous variables and the right criteriafor estimationare satisfied - and it is stable across
change. That means that the laws describingsuperexogenousvariablescan be relied on
for policy manipulations.These laws do not representwhat Frisch called a "mereroutine
of change"which holds good so long as nothingelse critical is altered.Ratherthey allow
us to predict what effects the cause will produceeven when other factors are manipulated.
As Engle, Hendry,and Richardurge, the concepts they use to characterizesuper-exogeneity are meant to "guaranteethe appropriatenessof 'policy simulations'or other control exercises" (1983, p. 284).
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With respect to capacities two featuresof the Engle, Hendryand Richardview are
important. The first is a featurethey do want; the second, one they deny. What they
want, as we have been seeing, is a certainkind of stabilityof causes, and that is one
essential ingredientin acceptingcapacities. They want to distinguishcausal relationships
which, though they are perfectly genuine, may hold only so long as no other essential
ingredientof the system changes in a basic way, from causal relationshipsthat hold
across time. Recall Haavelmo'sexample of the automobile. Pressing on the accelerator
is a genuine cause of the increasedspeed of the car- if thatis not a causal process, what
is? Yet the causal relationshipis clearly not stable if the partsof the engine are rearranged. It is not a naturalcapacity of this small lever to be able to make a car go faster;it
is rathera fortuitousconsequence of the arrangementof circumstances.
What is missing in the Engle, Hendry,and Richardscheme? Why do I say thattheir
scheme has no capacities, whereas the Cowles Commissiondid? What is missing is the
commitmentto structure. I will turnin a moment to some specific aspects of the structure that matterfor capacities, but first I would like to make a more generalpoint about
realism. Engle, Hendry and Richardare concernedwith problemsof policy and manipulation. Yet they do not pursuethis concern in the conventionalway. The Cowles
Commission believed in the simple Baconianidea: we can control nature,but to do so
we must understandthe fundamentalprinciplesby which it works. Engle, Hendryand
Richardalso believe in control, but they want to bypass fundamentalsand go direct for
control. That is what a model is for Hendryand his school. Models do not aim to represent how natureworks, but ratherto describe immediatelya control procedure. From
their equationswe are supposedto be able to tell what would happento y if we were to
manipulatex. And that'sit. This is not meantto be an easy task; yet they take it to be a
more possible task to seize control thanto win it throughunderstanding.
I call this way of thinkingthe "newinstrumentalism."Science is an instrumentfor control, not a vehicle for understanding.When I say new, I mean new relativeto the post-war
thoughtwith which most of us were broughtup. FromErnstNagel andotherswe learned
to contrastrealismandinstrumentalism.But it was always in the contextof theory: we talk
aboutthe realistversusthe instrumentalistinterpretation
of theories. But the real opponent
of an instrumentalismof the kind we see in Engle, Hendryand Richardis not realism.
Admittedlythey have the kind of epistemologicalconcernsthatmotivatemany anti-realists.
The Cowles Commissionhoped thatthe innerstructuresthemselvescould be identified
from the data;these more modernopponentsof Cowles methodsdespairof that.
But two points must be takeninto account. The first concerns the idea of "inner
mechanisms." Despite Haavelmo'smetaphorof the innerworkingsof the engine, hidden
underthe hood, the variablesin a Cowles structurewere not in any way hidden. They did
not representtheoreticalentities or theoreticalpropertiesin our usual sense of the term,
for they were supposed to standfor macroscopicfeaturesof economic life which were
not just observablebut measurable. It was not the fundamentalentities that might be hidden on a Cowles account, but ratherthe fundamentalrelationships. That is because, as
we learnedfrom Frisch, each relationshipoperatesunderthe constraintsof all the others,
and only the overall result can be observed passively. So the difference between Cowles'
views on the one hand and those like Engle, Hendryand Richardon the other is not like
the difference between realists and instrumentaliststhatwe see drawnover theoretical
entities.
More important,I think, is the realizationthatin one sense centralfor our contemporaryphilosophicaldebates, programslike those of Engle, Hendryand Richardare realist,
for they are objectivist. They believe after all in autonomy,and they believe that
autonomouslaws reflect objective processes in nature. (Hendrycalls them "datagenerating processes"in Hendry 1979.)
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The point is simply made by contrastingHendrywith some of the AmericansI mentioned earlier. Considerfor example the famous paperby EdwardLeamer,"Let'sTake
the Con out of Econometrics"(1983). The con thatLeameris worriedabout is just the
attemptby econometriciansto establish autonomousand objective laws of the kind I have
been discussing. Leamertakes a familiarline, now highly fashionable. All inference
makes presupposition. We are never in a position to know which presuppositionsare correct. Hence we are never in a position to know which conclusions are right. So, concludes Leamer,econometriciansshouldn'tmake inferences and shouldn'tdraw conclusions. "Thejob of the researcheris then to reporteconomically and informativelythe
mappingfrom assumptionsinto inferences"(1983, p. 38). Here we see a real example of
the Californiadictum: "Differentstrokesfor differentfolks."
I do not want to dwell on this difference, for this kind of dispute is alreadyfamiliarto
us all. I describe it ratherby way of contrastwith a distinctionthatis less well rehearsed
among us. Views like those of Hendry'sare instrumentalist.But they are not, I want to
say, anti-realistor anti-objectivist. They are ratheranti-theoretical.The Hendryprogram
admits the possibility of knowledge, and it does not in any way try to divorce knowledge
fromjustification. Claims to autonomymust be reasoned about, arguedfor, and tested.
Laws which go wrong must be corrected,and the correctionsare not to be made, as
Leamer suggests, by whim, but ratherby reason. But are the reasons trustworthy?Well,
we know how to carryon with that debate.
The more novel contrastI want to point to is the contrastwith the work at the Cowles
Commission. For the Cowles Commission,claims aboutautonomouslaws are to be
defended by the knowledge thatis containedin a theoreticalstructure,a structurewhich is
supposedto representthe fundamentalprincipleswhich govern the phenomena. But the
knowledge which Hendry'sprogramrelies on comes in little bits and is highly specialized
to subjectmatter. It is not representedin a unified scheme and in fact, it is sometimes not
representedat all. It often reposes in techniquesand methodsand practices,and it is only
from these thatit can be read. In fact this too is an increasinglyfamiliarstory. I have
talked aboutit before;it is the centraltheme of Ian Hacking'sRepresentingand
Intervening;and with people like PeterGalison, NortonWise, Tim Lenoir,and Steven
Shafferit is at the core of the movementin historyof science, thatlooks to practicerather
thantheory to find out what we know in science. But the Hendryprogramhelps focus the
issues. True,comparedto Leamer,Hendryand his coworkersarerealists. But compared
to the Cowles Commissionviews like those of Hendryare instrumentalist,and not because
they refuse to interprettheoriesrealistically. Ratherthey eschew theory altogether. It is
not scientific theory which is to yield power andcontrol,but ratherscience itself which is
to serve as an instrument,science with its entiretool-kit of tiny refinedpieces of knowledge and techniquesspecializedto specific problemsand specific tasks.
This has been a long aside. Having made my plea for a new way of organizingthe
debate between realism and instrumentalism,let me returnfinally to my concern with
capacities. I said thatHendry'sprogrammissed out on capacities because, unlike the
Cowles Commission, its models are not structural.Frisch believed in structure,so let us
turnback to his equations to see what I find of significance there. I said in the introduction that the parametersin these equations- a ll0,
.. a210, . .. - representcapaci,a
ties. What are these parameters?Think aboutwhat is probablythe most well known
example of such a law - a demandequation.
q = ap + u

Here q is quantity,p is price, and u some kind of randomshock factor. The parametera
is the price elasticity of demand. It tells us how much effect price has on the quantity
demanded;or, in my language, it measuresthe strengthof price'scapacity to produce (or
inhibit) demand.
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One centralreason for calling it a capacity is the one I have been stressing. It is treated as autonomous. It is assumedthat this parameterwill not change even if other parameters in otherequations do. As a result of manipulationselsewhere in the structure,the
total demandmay well shift or even the relationshipbetween demandand some of its
other causes. But that should not affect the relationshipbetween price and its contribution to demand.
How do we know thatthis parameteris supposedto be autonomous? Not by looking
at the equationitself, but ratherby consideringhow the equationis tested, and then how it
is used. As I mentioned,for the Cowles Commissionthis kind of parameteris to be bootstrappedfrom the data. It is boot-strappedfrom the behaviorwhich is observed under
one fixed arrangementof the rest of the structure;yet is is used for predictionsabout what
will happenwhen otherpieces of the structureare altered. It is this kind of peculiar stability across change thatleads me to use the language of capacities, this stabilitythat
Frisch saw as a happyaccident. I say thata here representsnot just the size of p's effect
on q, but ratherits capacity because this is an ability that p carriesaroundwith it, from
situationto situation.
We still have no contrastwith Hendrythough. I turnto thatlast. The second essential
ingredientin the conceptof capacityI am exploringis connectedwith the fact thatfor
Frischand Haavelmoand the Cowles Commission,an effect is attributedto thejoint action
of separateindividualcauses, andthe parametersmeasurethe influenceof each cause separatelyi.e. the strengthof its capacity. Thatis not so for Hendry. Look at the difference
betweenwhatcounts as a model for him andwhatcounts as a model for the Cowles
Commission. We have seen in Frischan exampleof the kindof model developedat the
Cowles Commission. It consists of a set of structuralequations. Accordingto Hendry,
A crude schematic structurefor econometricsis as follows: To a first approximation ... data generationprocesses in economics can be writtenas ...
(t = 1...,T)

t/Zt - NI (U t, Q)

where 9t is a vector of endogenous variables,Zt is a vector of all relevantpast and
presentinformationso thatE(yt/Zt)= Tzt and (T, Q) = p is taken as approximately constant by working in a sufficiently large (but assumed finite) dimensional
parameterspace ...
An "economictheory"correspondsto assertingthat ...
P = f(e )

(

E)

where e contains fewer parametersthan p. (Hendry 1979, pp. 17-18)
So for Hendrygiving an economic theoryconsists in specifyingthe parametersof a normal distributionas some functionof a smallerset of (hopefullymeasurable)parameters.
Thatis, a theoryis just a giganticprobabilitydistribution- the conditionaldistributionof
the endogenousvariablesgiven the exogenous. Whatis importantfor my point here is that
the autonomousparameterscharacterizethe process as a whole. They are in no way associated with a partitionof the totalinfluenceinto separatecauses. The process understudy
may remainstable while changes aremade in the basic behaviorof the centralvariables;but
thereis no suggestionthatthatstabilityis due to the operationof separatecauses whose
influenceremainsfixed while otherfactorschange. In this respectthe Hendryprogramis
holistic, and I thinkthatholism precludescapacities,at least in one naturalsense of the idea.
PerhapsI can make this clearerwith some crypticremarksaboutGalileanidealization,
hopefullycrypticonly becausebrief. I thinkan attemptlike Hendry'sto divorce autonomy
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from structurewill not work. But thatis not for the reasonsof the traditionalscientificrealist who wants to defend the place of fundamentaltheory. I do not want to defend the view
thatwe need to find some fundamentalset of equationsfor naturein orderto secure autonomy. I do not thinkthatinstrumentalistprogramslike Hendry'swill fail becauseit is antitheoretical,but ratherbecause it is anti-Galilean,andGalileanmethodsare all we have. In
the Galileanmethodyou studyfeaturesindividually,in isolation. You stripaway all the
impediments,as best you can, in orderto see how the featurebehaveson its own. But why
do you thinkthatthis isolated situationis special among all others? The answermust be
thatyou thinkthatin this situationyou have learnedabout thefeature itself; you have
learnedwhat its naturalcapacitiesare. Thatis why you can predictfrom what it does in this
particularsituationto what it will contributewhen you set it back in far more encumbered
situations. WhatI want to stressis thatthis is the methodwe have- this methodthatpresupposesthatindividuallyidentifiablefeaturescarrywith them enduringcapacities. We
have no methodfor studyingnatureholistically;so we hadbetterhope thatnaturehas provided the enduringcapacitieswhich our methodsarecompetentto find.
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